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Sub for the 2021 - 2022 year 

are  

RMAC  MFNZ   TOTAL    

      Family    $120   $100   $220  

      Senior    $115   $95    $210   

 Junior    $45    $30    $75 

                        Associate $115  $115 
                             (member of another 

club with current MFNZ membership) 
   

     Social non flying  $50   -    $50 

  

Payment can be made to ANZ account # 116102_ 0913131_ 

11 Include your name in the details  
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Welcome to the October 2021 newsletter.  

 

Trusts Come To the Party 
As reported last month the committee decided to replace the small mower with a 

larger model with a bucket and spray unit. Thanks to the Rotorua Trust and The 

Aotearoa Trust and a top up from our funds we now have our new mower. 

 

 

 

The sprayer and bucket are somewhere between here and Melbourne and will be 

fitted when they arrive. 

MFNZ have funded the anti wild pig electric fence. Materials are being sourced and 

we should see something soon.  
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And even more good news. We made an application to RDC Community Grants 

scheme  recently  and have acquired an annual operational grant for the next three 

years! This will help pay our rent and insurance. 

Letter to the club from Dave Monty 

  

Mon, 4 Oct, 16:04 (3 
days ago) 

 
 
 

 
 

As a member of the club who has had a bit to do with funding I can testify too how 
well The Committee has done collecting funding for our model club. In the current 
world of Covid I am amazed and amused at how successful they have been. When 
you next see them you may wish to pat the lads on the back. 
 
 Dave Monty  

 

 

 
Flying activities have kicked off again after the latest Covid lockdown. A good turnout 

on the 19th saw Dave Bailey’s Tipsy back in the air repowered with an OS FP 40. It 

now takes off after a very short run and has plenty of get up and go. After having a fly 

of this model I’ve started one myself. Also to be powered by a 40FP. 

Captain Monty has taken to his Spitfire with a knife adding a section to the nose of 

the fuselage. This has resulted in the removal of a big hunk of lead from the nose. 

The model is now lighter and back in the air. 
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THE MODIFIED MODEL  

 

There was to be a Vintage meeting at the Airsail strip on the 19th but within the 

Auckland boarder still at level 3 this meeting was cancelled. Vintage fliers were not 

disappointed as Septembers NDC event was 1/2A Texaco. John R and Dave L 

managed to find some excellent thermal activity  and recorded some very competitive 

times. 

Tom To The  RESCUE AGAIN! 

Last week Brian S had a wee problem with the jungle and after a search the model 

was no where to be seen. Luckily Tom had his drone out on Tuesday and the model 

was soon located in the top of a gorse bush. It was a simple matter to cut a track into 

the gorse and the model was retrieved within 10 minutes. 

We now have some excellent new radios for use in searches.  Any committee 

member can access them for you. 
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We were recently saddened to hear of the death 

of Ted Coppard.  

Ted and his two sons were members of the club 

for several years until the boys went off to 

university. 

Although not a flier himself Ted was very 

supportive of the Club. 

We were lucky to catch up with Ted when young 

Chris was home for Christmas from Australia. 

The Clubs extends its sympathy to Ted’s family. 

 

 

Optical Rev Counter 

 

My dabbling into the world of Aduino has now produced somethig useful. A rev 

counter.  It is based on an Arduino Naro and an LCD  display. An LDR changes 

resistance every time a prop blade goes past and forms part of a potental diver which 

is AC coupled to an op amp acting as a comparator. The output of the comparator is 

a string of pulsed which are counted by the Arduino which is programmed to 

converted the pulses to rpm displayed on the LCD display 
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Inside the box 

On the left is the Arduino.  

In the centre is the LCD 

On the right  is the op amp comparator and LDR input. 

My next project is to play round with a data logger and graph the info. 

 

The Pres Says 

There have been some strange changes with the attitude of the club neighbours this 

month. On one Sunday there was a very aggressive confrontation with the neighbour 

concerning the horses that roam around the flying field boundary.  

They had got onto Mead Road and he came over and was blaming the club for 

leaving the first gate open. This despite that the horses were out there before the 

gate was opened by the first member there. 

 It looked like we were being forced into keeping the gate closed at all times. 

Ten days later however the situation changed considerably when another of the 

neighbour group visited the club house on a Wednesday and spoke to the same first 

early morning member. This neighbour apologised for the previous confrontation and 

reported that the horses had now been moved. In future they would be confined to 

Julie Gilmour’s paddock (down Mead Road) who is responsible for them and leases 

the grazing in that paddock. The gate could therefore be left open when we are there! 

So, the situation is as before… Last to leave must lock the gate but it can be left open 

when we are there.  
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I hope that this continues, but my experience of the last few years with these horses 

suggests that they will soon be roaming again. 

 

The pig fence is still a work in progress. The details are being finalised. Thanks to 

Howie Evans for responding to my plea for a Farmlands card in my last report. We 

will be using his card to get the materials soon. 

Did you read the notes by Fraser Briggs on throttle trim set up in the latest MF 

World? I hope so, because they are very relevant to all those of us who use IC 

power. I knew about the optional use of wider trim movement settings on control 

surfaces, but never thought of using them for the throttle. As Fraser writes, the use of 

idle up on your Tx makes it easy to minimise the risk of a dead stick in flight when 

you close the throttle. Switch on the idle up before take-off, which does as it says and 

sets the idle at a higher position, and then switch it out for landing, so simple when 

Fraser describes it as he does. 

 

Here is the second part of the giant scale article on airfoils for aerobatic models. I will 

definitely be using the NACA 23012 on my next model.  

Here is the actual aerofoil from a google search. You can see the camber on it and 

the lack of full symmetry that the article refers to, also the differences in %chord 

location of thickness in the bottom and top surfaces  
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Below is a picture file of the section from the UIUC reference shown above. This could be used to 

scale up or down with a photo copier to the chord required. The brightest of us could of course plot it 

accurately using the data file co-ordinates also available. I will stick to scaling! 

 

Personally, I have often wondered if the precise shape of the aerofoil is really that important to most of 

us that fly model aircraft and could we really sense the difference. All the basic ARF’s seem to use a 

standard fully symmetrical semi symmetrical section. However, if one is building from scratch and you 

have to cut ribs anyway, it is always more interesting to try something that might be a little better. 

There is only one way to find out and that is to try it.  

 

From the Allistair Laing Estate. (Sale on behalf of executors) 

Film Iron, still in its box, but no sock or table stand, probably used once by Alistair on his crashed 

Kadet. $50 
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Another trainer 

Fitted with new Futaba Servos, OS 25 FSR engine. Needs battery and receiver. 

 

Arising Star trainer 

Fitted with new Futaba Servos, SC 40 engine, minor hangar rash damage. Raised fuel tank for extra 

reliability. $60, just needs battery and receiver 
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If you are interested email David Thornley 

 

COMING EVENTS  

Issue 146 of the AVA (vintage) newsletter can be downloaded from the MFNZ website. l  

October  23 - 24  Tuakau MAC  Vintage 

November  20 - 21  Thames Blackfeet Vintage 

20    Scale at Matamata 

 

February    12 Scale at Matamata 

26 - 27  Airsail MAC Vintage 

 March   19 - 20  Awatoto (TBC)  Vintage 

April    9 - 10   Thames Black feet Vintage 

   21 Scale at Matamata 

May    21 - 22  Tuakau MAC Vintage 
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 CLUB FUEL  

  
 METHANOL       $2.50 PER LITRE (OWN CONTAINER)  

   
MIXED:  

1 US GALLON = 3.785 LITRES (3.8L)  

   
70% METHANOL, 20% COOLPOWER, 10% NITRO  

            $40.00 [US GALLON  
      $10.00 per LITRE  

    
FUEL WITHOUT NITRO  

    82% METHANOL, 18% COOLPOWER oil  
    $? US GALLON  
    $? PER LITRE  

   
Or, MIXED TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS  

   
    ALL PROFIT GOES TO THE CLUB  
    PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN CONTAINER  

   
    Contact:  ALAN SMITH. 347 9312  

  

   

      

  

 


